A new line of trim styles, finishes and designs are expanding in the Halo E26 trim collection. With these feature expansions Halo is offering more trim choices and bringing ways to help ease the installation process. Plus these new trims are specifically designed to work with the E26 screw base housings, and are compatible with EISA* halogen, incandescent, and CFL & LED equivalent lamps.

*Energy Independence and Security Act

**Perftex® Baffle - 5” & 6”**
- NEW Halo exclusive perforated design pattern
- A fine perforated pattern design of overlapping density
- Self-flange for ease of installation
- 5110 & 6110 series trims

**Coilex® Baffle - 3”, 4”, 5”, & 6”**
- Fine thread pattern with crisp edges
- Precise triple lead-in thread design
- Timeless Halo signature for over 50 years

**Self-flanged Trim Rings**
- For simplicity and ease of installation
- New 5100/5200 and 6100/6200 series trim rings are forgiving sized to expand coverage over ceiling gaps and construction tolerances

**Torsion Spring Design**
- Torsion springs are easy to install
- Hold flange tight to ceiling

**Coil Spring Design**
- Coil springs are easy to install with flexible coils that allow tension adjustment
- Hold flange tight to ceiling
- Coi spring trims work in 5” and 6” housings that have a socket plate with adjustment bracket
5” & 6” E26 Trims - Chamfered Inner Transition

- **NEW** 5” (5100/5200) and 6” (6100/6200) series
- The new chamfered trims are designed to reduce the visual impact on the ceiling
- Tapered profile to limit shadows

Air-Tite™ Code Compliant 6” Trims

- Air-Tite trims are certified to ASTM E283 as having an air leakage rate not more than 2.0 cfm (0.944 L/s) when tested at a 1.57 psi (75 Pa)
- Form fitting socket collar for tight seal with self-flange trim ring sealing aperture
- Benefits include: Savings in HVAC bills, preventing moisture damage to attic areas, reduced sound transmission between floors, and eliminating drafts for greater comfort
- **NEW** 6” Air-Tite trims include: 6120, 6121, 6125, 6126, 6145, 6146
- **Classic** 6” Air-Tite trims include: 30, 78PAT, 170PS, 171PS, 172PS, 173PS, 430

4” E26 Trim Features

- 4” trims have less ceiling presence, and celebrate simple and clean lines around circumference
- Smaller aperture trims may be used to visually differentiate the room interior design
- Trims are also a functional element in lighting design as used for accent, task and general downlighting

5” E26 Trim Features

- **NEW** trims are now offered for use in socket bracket or no socket bracket housings
- **NEW** 5100/5200 series half cone reflector and baffle trims are designed for 5” H5 and E5 housings that include a socket plate with adjustment bracket
- **NEW** innovative designs in adjustable and lens trims; and new open wet location Showerlight trims for use with outdoor rated lamps
- Note: **Classic** 5000 series trims all remain full-height socket supporting for use in H5 and E5 “NB” no socket bracket housings only

6” E26 Trim Features

- **NEW** trims offer the greatest flexibility in lamp types and trim styles
- The 6” trim balances proportion of larger scale with narrower trim ring visibility with various tapered styles
- **NEW** 6100/6200 series trims focus on simplicity of self-flanged rings, these forgiving size trims expand coverage of ceiling gaps and construction tolerances
- **NEW** innovative designs in adjustable and lens trims, and new open wet location showerlight trims for use with outdoor rated lamps
- 6” trims are offered in full-height socket supporting and in half cone models for customer choice of housings with “NB” no socket bracket or a socket plate with adjustment bracket